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KINEMATIC FORMULAS FOR
WEYL'S CURVATURE INVARIANTS

OF SUBMANIFOLDS IN COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE

TORU ISHIHARA1

ABSTRACT. It is shown in [5] that Weyl's curvature invariants k-2V(M) can be

expressed by -yg AFm_?[Ai], where M is a 2m-dimensional Kahler submanifold

with compact closure in a space of constant holomorphic curvature, *)q is the

r/th Chern form of M and F is the Kahler form of M. In this paper, we shall

show that each 7, A Fm~q[M\ is expressible in terms of F and k.2P(M). Using

this result, we get kinematic formulas for Zc2p(M) from Shifrin's [8] kinematic

formulas for Chern classes.

1. Introduction. In this paper we rely on the notation, terminology and results

in [3 and 5]. Let M be a Kahler submanifold of complex dimension m with compact

closure in a space N(X) of constant holomorphic curvature 4A (A > 0). Let F be the

Kahler form of M and put K = RM - RNM on M, where RM and RNW are the

curvature tensors of M and N(X), respectively. Then K is a Kahler curvature-like

tensor field on M. For p = 1,... ,m, let k2P(M) be the curvature invariant defined

for the tensor field K by Weyl in [9] (see also (7.6) in [4]). For p = 1,... ,m, let
7p be the pth Chern form of M. Put TP(M) = (> A Fm~p)[M] for 1 < p < m and

r0(M) = Fm{M}. Then we have (see (3.26) and (3.27) in [5] and also Lemma 4.1

in [6]).

LEMMA 1  (A. GRAY [5]).   For 1 < p < m, we have

M        M« = ¿A(7r)(-fr.M.
Conversely we will get

LEMMA 2.   For 1 < p < m, we have

Next we state Shifrin's kinematic formulas (see (3.5) and (4.4) in [8]).

THEOREM l (T. SHIFRIN [8]). Let Mm and Nl be Kahler submanifolds of
complex dimensions m and I, respectively, in a Fubini-Study space N(X). Assume
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that k = m + l-n> 1. Then, for 1 < h < k,

(1.3)

/ Th(MmngNl)dg
JU(n+l)^g

i+j<n i j,        .        . \     ,    ,n+h-i-j

= Voi.(U(n + i)) £ (-i)h(n + n   %   M(£) r^M^r^iv')

0<¿,0<i V /   ^    '

whenever both sides make sense.  Let G(l, n) be the space of projective l-planes in

CPn (= N(X)). Then, forO<h<k,

(1.4) / rh(MTOnL)dL
./G(i,n)3L

= Vol.(G(/,n))¿(-l)'1-^r(n + A¿"-7Í"1) 0)"+h"ÍJr^Mm)'

whenever both sides makes sense.

The normalized Kahler form w = AF/V is used in [8] so that the coefficients in

Shifrin's original kinematic formulas are slightly different from those in the above

formulas. Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain from Theorem 1 the following kinematic

formulas for Weyl's curvature invariants /C2P.

THEOREM 2. Let Mm and Nl be Kahler submanifolds with compact closure in

a Fubini-Study space N(X) of constant holomorphic curvature 4A (A > 0). Assume

that k = m + I — n> 1. Then, for 1 < p < k,

r a+b<p

(1.5) / k2P(MmngNl)dg = Vol.(U(n + l))   V  Fpabk2a(Mm)k2b(Nl),
JU(n+l) 0<a¡b

(1.6) (       k2p(MmnL)dL = Yol.(G(l,n))(-Y    ^—|fc2p(Mm),
JG(i,n) V71"/      (k-py-

where

(1.7)
' A\n (2^Â)2(P-a"b) (m - a)\(l -b)\ (n +k - a - b + 2)!

/Pac, = (-l)p0)'
^tt/      (p-a-6)! (fc-p)! (n-r-fc-p + 2)!    '

Fpab = /Pab    /or a > 1 and o > 1,

Fpob = fpOb/m\   forp>b>l,
Fpao = /pao/u   forp>a>l,        Fp0o = fpoo/m\l\.

Weyl's curvature invariants have relations with other invariants. In fact, let

p.2p(K) be the Chern's curvature invariants for the curvature-like tensor K (see

[2]). Put (2p - 1)!! = (2p - 1) • (2p - 3) • • • 3 • 1. Then it holds that

p2p(K)=((2™)(2p-l)\\\     k2p(M).

Also, /c2p(M) are closely related to mean curvatures of M in N(X) (see, for example,

[I])-
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2. Proof of Lemma 2. We may put k0(M) = (l/m\)F0(M). Let, for 0 < p <
m and 0 < q < m,

^^H)'*»™,   ».-(-D'r,(M).
Then, from (1.1) we have, for 0 < p < m, ap = J2q=o (mp-qq)^q-  Now, we use

formula (7a) (on p. 53 in [7]), and get

»>-¿<-ir* (";_'; ')«.■

This implies (1.2).

3. Proof of Theorem 2. First we will show (1.5). If we write (1.3) as

/i+j<hrh(MmngNl)dg=    ]T    D^Y^M^Y^N1),

o<¿, o<¿

by means of (2.1) and (2.2), we have, for 1 < p < k,

ik2p(MmngNl)dg = J2    £    È YiAphDhlJBiaBjbk2a{Mm)k2b(Nl).
J h=0 0<i, 0<ja=Ob=0

Thus we obtain

p        i+j<h

(3.1) Vol.(<7(n + l))Fpafc =   É      Í2    AphDhlJBiaBjb.
h=a+ba<i, b<j

Put

(3.2) ^.t-yffl'ta^fe^y».

Using (1.1)-(1.3), from (3.1) we get, for 1 < o, 1 < 6, a + 6 < p,

/o ^1 -fpa6 = /pa6, -PpOb = fjOb/tnl,

FpaO = /pao/'!, -fpOO = fpoo/mW..

To calculate /p, we write them as

p' — h    J \       n       j \ t
(»es t      V^ x^fkJ-h + l\ [n + h-t\ fm' + l' + 2
(3.5) Lp= 2^2^

h'=0t=0

where m' = m - a, I' = l — b, k' = k-a-b and p' = p-a — b. We use the identity
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to get (3.5). We know the identities (see, for example, [7])

(s.«     è(vr)("+r^("+:::ti+2).
is.:)   ¿("+t;+2)("+^rí)=^("+^2)

Hence, from (3.5), it follows that

I =2p' (n + k' + 2\ =2p-a-b(n + k-a-b + 2\
'p

p'        j \        p — a — b

Combining this with (3.2) and (3.4), we get (1.7).

Next, we prove (1.6). We may put, for 1 < p < k

p
ÍTp(Mmr\L)dL = Y^EpqYq(Mm),

J 9=0

f p
j k2p(Mm HL)dL = J2 Gpqk2q(Mm).

9=1

Using (2.1) and (2.2), we get

P     h

(3.8) Gpq = 2_^¿-j AphEhiBiq.
h=q ¿=q

Assume that 1 < q < p. Then, using (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4), we get

(3.9) Gpg = Vol.(G(/,n))(2Ar'0)ri    ^^Hpq,

(3.10)

--éè(-1r'-f;7^1)("-,+/-,''-1)("';1).
where i' = i — q, p' = p — q, h' = h - q and m' = m — q. Similar to (3.6), we have

y> (k'-h' + l\ (n-l + h'-i'-l\ _ (m'-i' + l\

k\   P'~h'    ){ *-* )-{m'-p' + l)-
Hence, from (3.10), it follows that

^ -(-d-d-i)' (:::;:;:) (m';') -•

This gives Gpq = 0 for 1 < q < p.   Similarly we get Gpo = 0.   Thus we obtain

Gpq = 0 for 0 < q < p. On the other hand, we have

Gpp = AppEppBpp = Vol.(G(/, n)) Í - J       (fc_p)i '

Thus we proved (1.6).
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